X-PAD Survey & Construction
release 3.5

X-PAD Survey & Construction release 3.5 is a further step forward
in steady improvement of GeoMax field solutions. Improvements
that have never been stopped since the introduction of the X-PAD
Suite. This release is no exception and has valuable and substantial
innovations that improve productivity and efficiency in the field.
What’s new

●● The work with the total station is substantially improved thanks to new controls

that constantly check that the instrument is in bubble and there is no false
target lock. In the case of prism loss, it is now possible to take advantage of the
controller’s GPS to start direct search to its position. The new Automatic free
station function that lets you determine the position and orientation of the station
with a single click. The Bluetooth connection can be enhanced by the use of longrange external antennas that can extend the range and improve the stability of the
connection.

●● The new Automatic base option is a single click procedure that calculate first the
right base position using the NTRIP server defined and then, on the calculated
position, starts the base for the rover receivers that can start to work.

●● The Automeasuring modules has been improved with several new features among
which the option to define, for each single point, the target type and tolerance. A
specific export has been created for Vista Data Vision software that allow to load,
analyse and visualise all th e measured information with graphs.

●● GIS attributes can be assigned to each point; but if a point belongs to a line then

the attributes will be assigned only for the first point of the line and belongs also to
the line.

●● Beside many new data formats, you can also import DXF files with units in

millimetres and better manage read and write latitude and longitude values. A
useful shortcut lets you go directly to the USB drive to select the file to import or
export.
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Total station
Check if TPS is out of level and discard the measure
Check if lock is on a false target
Automatic free station with one single click
Free station - additional information to better evaluate the results
Search lost prism with the position given by the GPS of the controller
New connection modes - external long range Bluetooth® adapter and RS232 connection
Fast reconnect to TPS by click on the top panel
GNSS
Zenith15/25 - GPRS / NTRIP connection now available from the controller
RTCM3.1 – Message 1025 to get automatically the coordinate system
Mandatory GNSS configuration at each connection to prove the right working way
Automatic base startup by getting first the right position from NTRIP, and then start
the base
X-Pole
General improvements on the integration between GNSS & TPS and on the prism
search strategy by GNSS receiver
Single click in free-station to collect at the same time point by TPS and GNSS
Survey & Stakeout
Pictures AutoTag to have tagged pictures with point information
Direct way to change the current point to stakeout
Surfaces & Volumes
Volume calculation – auto balance Cut & Fill
Volume calculation - query height difference tool
Automeasuring
Custom tolerance for each point according to its importance
Custom target for each point (points can have different targets)
Customised automatic messages to be handled by automatic systems
Export for third party software
GIS
GIS lines and polygons can have attributes and properties
Import & Export
Latitude-Longitude format can be defined
Import DXF in millimeters and convert in metres
Shortcut to USB folder to select file to import or export
New import & exports formats added
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